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I. INTRODUCTION
The general objective of this project is to advance our theoretical understanding of gas tori for
the outer planet satellites and hence to enhance our ability to interpret observational data and to make
available key concepts or quantitative results that are relevant to a number of other related theoretical
studies. These studies are important to connect the aeronomy and photo- and ion chemistry of satellite
atmospheres and their predicted gas loss rates, the evolution and distributions of gases in the larger
planetary environment, and the ion loading and other impacts of these gases on the composition,
structure, and properties of the planetary magnetospheres. Central objectives of this project are to
explore for the satellites Titan and Triton the effects of two new mechanisms that we have very recently
discovered (Smyth and Marconi 1993) to operate on gas tori in the outer planet satellite systems.
These two mechanisms can dramatically alter the current picture that has been widely adopted for the
structure and evolution of long-lived gas tori (i.e., lifetime long enough to achieve approximate
azimuthal symmetry about the planet) and, in particular, have profound consequences on the
interpretation of Voyager data for both neutral and ionized species in the circumplanetary environments
of Saturn and Neptune. Due, however, to the substantially reduced budget available for this project,
the primary emphasis of the research was focused on the Titan component, with a limited effort (as
time permitted) expended on the Triton component.
For the Saturn system, comparable amounts of thermal H and H 2 and a much smaller amount
of nonthermal N are thought to escape Titan and form gas tori. These tori are thought to be essentially
collisionless because the lifetime loss processes of these gases in the moderate Saturn magnetosphere,
although slow, are sufficiently rapid to avert coUisional conditions. For the atomic hydrogen toms, the
perturbation of solar radiation pressure experienced by H atoms as they resonance scatter Lyman-ct
photons --- the first new mechanism --- was shown by Smyth and Marconi (1993) to be operative and
to destroy the normally assumed cylindrical symmetry of the torus produced by the 1/r central potential
of a planet. This new mechanism causes H atom orbits to evolve inward as their eccentricities
increase, and a significant fraction of these atoms is lost from the torus (having a preferred orientation
of their perigee-axes) by colliding with the planet near its dusk side before they are otherwise lost
through lifetime processes. This time evolution for a typical H atom lost from Titan is shown in
Figure 1. Solar radiation pressure thus provides a natural mechanism for understanding the
asymmetric distribution of hydrogen about Saturn recently reported by Shemansky and Hall (1992).
This new understanding will subsequently allow the current question of the consistency of this atomic
hydrogen distribution with the composition and properties of the inner magnetospheric plasma and the
inner icy satellite tori to be addressed more clearly. In contrast to atomic hydrogen, H 2 and N will
escape Titan and form approximately azimuthally symmetric tori about Saturn (i.e., the traditionally

adoptedtoruspicture)since,for bothspecies,solarradiationpressureis not importantandthelossby
lifetime processesis sufficientlylongto achievesymmetry.Thestudyin thisprojecthasbeenlimited
to the spatialnaturetheH gastori of Titan to exploretheconsequencesof thenew "solarradiation
pressuremechanism"notedabove.
For the Neptunesystem,comparableamountsof H and H2 and N are thought to escape
thermally from Triton andform gastori. The lifetimesof thesethreegasesin themagnetosphereof
Neptuneare,however,very long and arecomparableto their photo-lifetimes becauseof the low
plasmadensityand the small fraction of time that the tori spendin the moredenseregionsof the
magnetospherewhichexecutescomplexmotionabouttheplanet. Becauseof theselonglifetimes,the
densityof eachtomswill becollisional, andtheneutral-neutralcollision time will beshorterthanall
othertime scalesexceptfor the typical Keplerorbit periodof the atomor molecule(seeTable 1 in
Smyth and Marconi 1993). The collisional nature of the three gases will cause the multi-species gas
toms to dynamically evolve in an inherently nonlinear manner that will depend upon the 1/r nature of
the potential of the planet. This collisional evolution will cause the gas toms to expand both inwardly
(leading to inward gas loss by collision with the planet's atmosphere) and outwardly (leading to
volume dilution and outward gas loss by escape from the planet). This expansion mechanism, the
second new mechanism noted above, is a non-linear effect that has been known for two decades in the
field of solar system and ring formation but has been previously overlooked as important until now for
the field of collisional gas tori about planets (Smyth and Marconi 1993). The final structure and
density of the gas toms of Triton are particularly important in understanding the plasma sources
recently identified in the analysis of the Voyager PLS data for the Neptune magnetosphere. This
fascinating new expansion mechanism for the multi-species collisional gas toms of Triton provides a
challenging dynamical evolution problem. Due to the reduced budget support available for this project,
the solution of this problem to be undertaken in this project for Triton will be diminished in scope.
The Triton component has been initiated only in this project with the limited resources focused on the
initial phases of the development of a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) model to describe the
collisional physics of the gas species in the circumplanetary volume.
II. STUDIES FOR THE TITAN TORUS
2.1 Model Description
The basic model for the spatial distribution and Lyman-_ brightness of hydrogen in the Saturn
system has been developed in the second and third project year. The model supports a central
planetary source, an interior (combined inner icy satellite and ring) source, and a Titan source. For all
sources, a choice of a monoenergetic, Maxwell Boltzmann, or a sputtering initial velocity distribution

ispossible.For theSaturnsource,a sunlithemisphericalsourceis assumedandincludesthespinrate
andobliquity of theplanet. For thecompositeinterior source,a point sourcemoving on a circular
orbit aboutSaturnisusedwheretheradialpositionof theorbitmaybevariedbetween2 and 15Saturn
radii (Rs). For theTitan source,a point sourcemoving on a circular orbit aboutSaturnof radius
20.26 Rs is adopted,andthe effect of the satellite'sgravity on the initial exobasesourcevelocity
distribution is also included. The model calculatesthe density and brightnessof hydrogen by
following thetime evolvingtrajectoriesof manyH atomorbitsinitially emittedfrom thesources.The
trajectoriesarecalculatedusingthe computationallyefficient orbital elementmethoddiscussedby
Smyth and Marconi (1993) and dynamically include Saturn's spherical gravity, the leading
nonspherical J2 planetary component, and solar radiation pressure acceleration. Loss processes for the
H atoms include reactions with the planetary magnetosphere and solar wind plasmas, collisional loss
with Saturn and its rings, and escape of sufficiently energetic H atoms from the planetary system. The
model of the Saturnian magnetosphere adopted in calculating the spatially nonuniform electron impact
and charge exchange lifetimes for hydrogen is that of Richardson and Sittler (1990) and Richardson
(1995).
2.2 Observational Data for H
The three best observations to date of the H distribution in the Saturn system were published
by Shemansky and Hall (1992): (1) a Voyager 1 preencounter UVS scan providing an approximately
in the satellite plane dawn to dusk Lyman-_ brightness profile acquired in 1980 during the period day
of year (DOY) 239 to 256, (2) a Voyager 2 preencounter UVS scan providing an approximately in the
satellite plane dawn to dusk Lyman-t_ brightness profile acquired in 1981 during the period DOY 180
to 186, and (3) a Voyager 1 postencounter UVS Lyman-t_ brightness mosaic image with the line of
sight intersecting the satellite orbit plane at an angle of about 26* looking down on the north pole of the
planet acquired in 1980 during the period DOY 324 to 343. These observations show, in contrast to
earlier reported Voyager data (Broadfoot et al. 1981; Sandel et al. 1982), that (1) there is no evidence
for an absence of hydrogen in the radial interval inside of -8 Rs, but rather there is a peak in the
Lyman-_ intensity near the planet, and (2) there is no significant peak of Lyman-ct intensity centered
near Titan orbit as would be expected (Smyth 1981) based upon an azimuthally symmetric (doughnut)
shaped hydrogen toms, but rather there is a local time asymmetry in the Lyman-t_ intensity distribution
with the preencounter scans showing a preponderance of emission on the dawnside of the system
whereas the postencounter mosaic image data show more emission on the duskside. A reconciliation
offered by Shemansky and Hall (1992) for the two different behaviors of the local time asymmetry
was that the H distribution must have a complex three-dimensional morphology. Since at that time the
satellite source was thought to produce an azimuthally symmetric H torus [the local time effect
introduced by solar radiation acceleration (Smyth and Marconi 1993) had not yet been published], the

explanation for the nonuniformity in the local time distribution could only be attributed to a
nonsphericalSaturnsourceby ShemanskyandHall (1992). Model calculationsundertakenin this
project and discussedbelow which now include sol/lr radiation acceleration,however, naturally
producealocal timeasymmetryin thecircumplanetaryH distributionfor satellitesourcesandcanfit
the local timestructuresof theobservationswithout aSaturnsource.
2.3 Model Calculations
Modeling studiesfor the most definitive descriptionof the spatial distribution of atomic
hydrogenin theSaturnsystemdiscussedaboveandpublishedby ShemanskyandHall (1992)have
beenundertakenandsuccessfullycompletedin thisproject. Thesemodelingstudiesarepresentedin a
paper(MarconiandSmyth1997)includedin theAppendix. Only anoverviewsummaryof themajor
resultsandconclusionswill thereforebepresentedbelow.
The contribution of a Titan sourceto the preencounterUVS dawnto duskscanLyman-o_
brightnessprofile acquiredby theVoyager2 spacecraftin 1981during theperiodDOY 180to 186is
shownin Figure 1 by thesolid line. An isotropic satelliteexobasesourcestrengthof 4.8 x 1027 H
atoms s -1 was assumed for a Maxwellian velocity distribution with an exobase temperature of 186 K.
Because of solar radiation acceleration, the double-humped Titan source profile is asymmetric and
higher on the dawn side (left side). The profile is able to fit the observed Lyman-o_ brightness at larger
distances (beyond about 20 Rs), but is not able to fit the much brighter emission at smaller distances
from the planet. An additional source of H atoms closer to Saturn and within Titan's orbit at 20.26 Rs
is clearly required. The Lyman-cx brightness profile, produced by combining an interior point source
located on a circular orbit at 8.7 Rs which corresponds to the orbital position of the icy inner satellite
Rhea and the same Titan source adopted in Figure 1, is shown in Figure 2 and compared to the same
Voyager 2 observation shown in Figure 1. The interior source is characterized by a 40,000 K
Maxwellian velocity distribution, and its source strength is 1.9 x 1028 H atoms s -l, a factor of about 4
times larger than the Titan source. The contribution of the interior source is asymmetric and larger on
the duskside of Saturn (right), opposite in since to the Titan source, and the combined interior and
Titan sources fit the Voyager 2 observation in Figure 2 very well given the scatter in the data.
A very good fit to the Voyager 1 preencounter UVS scan providing an approximately in the
satellite plane dawn to dusk Lyman-cx brightness profile acquired in 1980 during the period day of year
(DOY) 239 to 256 is also achieved by using a combined interior source and a Titan source as shown in
Figure 3. The best fit (solid line) was achieved for a slightly smaller Titan source of 3.3 x 1027 H
atoms s-1 with a 186 K Maxwellian velocity distribution at the satellite exobase and a slightly smaller
4

interiorsourcelocatedonacircularorbit at 8.7Rs with a sourcestrengthof 1.4x 1028 H atoms s -l,
still a factor of about 4 times larger than the Titan source.
Assuming the same Titan source and interior source as in Figure 3, a model calculation for the
Voyager 1 postencounter UVS Lyman-ct brightness mosaic image with the line of sight intersecting the
satellite orbit plane at an angle of about 26* looking down on the north pole of the planet acquired in
1980 during the period DOY 324 to 343 has also been undertaken and is shown in Figure 4. Although
there is substantial noise in the mosaic image, the only definite patterns evident is that both the model
and observation are moderately brighter in the upper half of the ellipse defined by Titan's orbit (dotted
line). It also appears that the overall magnitude of brightness variation is similar and that in both cases
there appears to be a bright spot near the left hand apex of the satellite orbit. Within the limitations of
the observations and the simplicity of the interior source adopted in the model, it would appear that the
model and observation are broadly consistent.
In order to test the effect of an interior source, a number of model runs were constructed with
the interior source placed at different locations ranging from 3 to 15 Rs. It was found that only if the
source was placed in the neighborhood of 8 Rs was a satisfactory fit to the observations in Figures 2
and 3 achieved. This should not be interpreted as implying that the major source of hydrogen is in the
neighborhood of Rhea's orbital location. The precise distribution of the interior source is not well
determined by the observations other than it must be largely confined inside of 8 or 9 Rs. As for the
interior source velocity distribution for hydrogen, a large number of different initial velocity
distributions were tried including other Maxwellian with different temperatures as well as sputtering
distributions. It was found that any distribution with a characteristic energy that was not too small (not
much less than about 1 eV), could be combined with the canonical Titan source (used above) to
produce a profile which was in reasonable agreement with the observations in Figures 2 and 3. The
actual source of H is likely to have a complex velocity distribution since there are several different
possible sources for hydrogen.
The hydrogen source rates for the interior source above imply an H20 production rate of ~7-10
x 1027 molecules s-1 assuming H is created from H20 and OH, with OH also produced mainly from
H20. If the dominant source of H is sputtering from icy surfaces with comparable amounts of H and
H2 also liberated, then this H20 production rate could be reduced by a factor of 2 or 3 to a few xl027
molecules s-1. This lower H20 production rate is still a factor of two or three higher than the updated
maximum total sputtered rate given by Shi et al. (1995) for an interior source, although other sources
such as micrometeoroids, not included in these estimates, may also contribute. The larger H20
production rate of-7-10 x 1027 molecules s-1 could be consistent with estimates for the atomic oxygen
5

loss rate of 3 xl027 atoms s-I within 4.5 Rs of the planet by Shemansky and Hall (1992), if a
comparable rate of loss occurs between 4.5 Rs and the outer portion of our interior source at about 9
Rs. The lower H20 production rate of a few x1027 molecules s-1 is, however, consistent with the
amount of OH detected by Shemansky et al (1993) at 4.5 Rs as well as the amount of OH reported
near Saturn's rings by Hall et al. (1996).
Model calculations for a Saturn source of H were also undertaken with the result that Saturn is
only a minor contributor at least outside of the immediate location of the planet where the error bars in
the data in Figures 2 and 3 are rather large. The different local time behaviors of the Triton source and
the interior source produced by the acceleration of hydrogen by solar radiation pressure appear
sufficient to reproduce the observations presently available. There is, however, current work in
progress to further reduce these Voyager observations for hydrogen in the Saturn system (Herbert
1997), and it is anticipated that this effort will eventually permit a more incisive comparison of the
models and observations.
II. STUDIES FOR THE TRITON TORUS
The development of a model for the collisional evolution of gas tori in the Neptune system for
given Triton sources was originally proposed to be undertaken by generalizing the numerical
simulation method of Trulsen (1972). In this project, however, an improved numerical approach has
been identified. This improved approach briefly discussed below is called Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) as developed by Bird (1963), and effectively solves the non-linear collisional kinetic
equation problem for a gas. Because of the limited resources available for this project, efforts have
only been able to be focused on the initial phases of the development of a two-dimensional, multi-
species DSMC model to describe the collisional physics of the gas species in the circumplanetary
volume of Neptune. Progress in this development is summarized below.
The determination of the evolution and steady state of the quasicollisional gas in the Titan torus
is a difficult and relative unexplored problem. In order to accomplish this task, we have selected the
DSMC approach which has a proven history of application to complex rarefied gas flow problems in
the field of Aeronautics. In addition, contemporary DSMC techniques have attained a high degree of
refinement and have been adapted to function on parallel computers. Because of these factors, we
have opted to employ DSMC rather than the much less efficient and less general method of Trulsen.
We have been developing a spatially two-dimensional DSMC model for multi-species, chemically
reacting, quasicollisional gases in a gravitational field. Since the Triton torus problem is highly
demanding of computational resources, the model has been constructed to operate on parallel
6

computerssothat themostpowerful platformscanbebroughtto bearon theproblem. At presentthe
mostbasicelementsof themodelarecompletedandundergoingtesting. In order,however,to apply
thismodel to theTriton toms,severalproblemspecificadaptationsarenecessary.Theseinclude the
insertionof the Triton toms chemistry into themodel andanappropriateTritonogenicneutral gas
source. Both of thesetasks,althoughrelatively straightforward,could not be completedwith the
limited resourcesavailablein this project and will be undertakenin a continuation of the Triton
componentof thisprojectto befundedby theNSF PlanetaryAstronomyProgram.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Comparison of Model Calculated and Observed Lyman-o_ Brightness for a
Titan Source Only. The observed preencounter Lyman-o_ brightness of hydrogen
for a dawn to dusk approximately radial scan as measured by the Voyager 2 spacecraft
in 1981 between day of year (DOY) 180 and 186 and presented by Shemansky and
Hall (1992) is compared to a model calculation (solid line) for a Titan source only. The
Titan hydrogen source is characterized by a 186 K Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distributed at the satellite exobase and an isotropic source strength of 4.8 x 1027 H
atoms s- 1.
Comparison of Model Calculated and Observed Lyman-o_ Brightness for a
Titan and Interior Source. The observed preencounter Lyman-ct brightness of
hydrogen for a dawn to dusk approximately radial scan as measured by the Voyager 2
spacecraft in 1981 between day of year (DOY) 180 and 186 and presented by
Shemansky and Hall (1992) is compared to a model calculation (solid line) including
both a Titan source and an interior source. The Titan hydrogen source is the same as in
Figure 1. The interior point source is located on a circular radius of 8.7 planetary radii
from the planet and is characterized by a 40,000 K Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution with a source strength of 1.9 x 1028 H atoms s -1.
Comparison of Model Calculated and Observed Lyman-o_ Brightness for a
Titan and Interior Source. The observed preencounter Lyman-oc brightness of
hydrogen for a dawn to dusk approximately radial scan as measured by the Voyager 1
spacecraft in 1980 between day of year (DOY) 239 and 256 and presented by
Shemansky and Hall (1992) is compared to a model calculation (solid line) including
both a Titan source and an interior source. The Titan and the interior sources are the
same as in Figure 1 except that their source strength are slightly reduced to 3.3 x 1027
H atoms s-I and 1.4 x 1028 H atoms s-l, respectively.
Comparison of Model Calculated and Observed Lyman-o_ Brightness for a
Titan and Interior Source. The model calculated mosaic image for the
postencounter Lyman-_ brightness of hydrogen measured by the Voyager 1 spacecraft
in 1980 between day of year (DOY) 324 and 343 and presented by Shemansky and
Hall (1992) is shown as a (relative brightness) contour plot for the same combined
Titan and interior sources as in Figure 3. The filled circle in the center is Saturn to
scale, and the dotted line is Titan's orbit projected unto the plane of view of the
spacecraft with the line of sight intersecting the satellite orbit plane at an angle of about
26* looking down on the north pole.
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ABSTRACT
The existence of atomic hydrogen in the Saturnian system has been known for
almost a quarter century. Despite extensive observation and modeling over this
period of time, the spatial morphology and kinetic nature of the circumplanetary
hydrogen are still not well understood. The reasons for this lack of understanding
are that the basic physical nature of the sources of hydrogen are poorly
characterized and that the only detailed spatial measurements of hydrogen are
from the Voyager excursions through the system. In this study, we combine the
numerically efficient approach discussed in Smyth and Marconi (1993) for the
calculation of orbits with the Saturnian plasma model of Richardson (1995) to
model the Voyager I and 2 UVS observations as presented by Shemansky and
Hall (1992). Although the comparison is limited by the quality of the data, source
rates for a Titanogenic source of 3.3 - 4.8xi027 H atoms-s-1 and, for the first time,
source rates larger by about a factor of four for an interior source of hydrogen of
1.4 - 1.9x1028 H atoms-s-I are obtained. These source rates for Titanogenic
hydrogen are consistent with previous estimates. The source rates for the interior
sources are consistent with recent estimates of source rates for other water group
species based on observational consideration but are substantially higher than
source strengths based on sputtering rate estimates. In addition to these source
rates, some broad constraints on the energy and spatial distribution of hydrogen in
the Saturnian system are also given.
1. INTRODUCTION
The existence of atomic hydrogen in the Saturn system was first predicted by
McDonough and Brice (1973). Two years later, in 1975, rocket borne
observations of Lyman-tx emissions from near Saturn's tings (Weiser et al. 1977)
detected atomic hydrogen for the first time. In 1976 and 1977, the earth-orbiting
Copernicus satellite (Barker et al. 1980) provided evidence for hydrogen near
Titan, in 1979 the Pioneer 11 spacecraft found hydrogen near Titan's location on
its orbit and near the rings (Judge et al. 1980), and from 1978 to 1990 (McGrath
and Clarke 1992), the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) has been utilized at
least once per year to observe the hydrogen near Saturn's disk. The most spatially
detailed observations of hydrogen in the Saturnian system, however, remain those
of the Voyager I and 2 missions that flew through the Saturn system in 1980 and
1981. These observations provided one-dimensional scans of the Lyman-t_
emissions from hydrogen throughout the entire Saturnian system (Broadfoot et al.
1981, Sandel et al. 1982) and also provided a detailed picture of the
magnetospheric plasma (Bridge et al. 1981, 1982; Richardson and Sittler 1990)
which is a critical component in understanding the sources and sinks for this
hydrogen cloud distribution. As a result, most studies to date have focused upon
the Voyager data in their attempts to explain the source and structure of this
hydrogen.
In conjunction with the foregoing observational efforts, there has been
substantial attention directed to a theoretical understanding of hydrogen in the
2
SaturnianSystem.Theearlieststudies(McDonoughand Brice 1973andFanget
al. 1976,for example)assumedthat theonly sourceof hydrogenwasTitan, that
thehydrogenwascollisionless,that theonly forceacting on the hydrogenatoms
was Saturn's gravity, and that the loss rate of hydrogen was, moreover,
characterizedby a singlespatiallyhomogeneouslifetime. Studiesof Dennefeld
(1974) considereda planetarysource,a ring source,and a Titan source and
concludedthat the Saturnsourcewas not significant, that anH20 atmosphere
wouldexist for therings,andthatanH andH2 toruswouldexist for Titan. For a
Titan source, Smyth (1981) also included the effect of the gravity of Titan on the
hydrogen atom orbits and calculated in three-dimensions the time evolution of the
toms, showing that the circumplanetary hydrogen distribution for an appropriate
H lifetime was essentially azimuthally symmetric with a density maximum near
Titan's orbit. Generally speaking, these models led to a torus of hydrogen about
Titan's orbit which was approximately axisymmetric (doughnut shaped), devoid
of significant density inside of _8 planetary radii, and whose density was
determined by the source rate and assumed lifetime. This picture was broadly
confirmed by the preliminary analysis of Broadfoot et al. (1981, 1982) of some of
the Voyager 1 and 2 ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) observations. Their analysis
concluded that the hydrogen in the Saturnian system formed a roughly uniform
toms, extending from 8 to 25 Rs (Saturn radii), with a cavity within 8 Rs, and a
typical density of 20 cm-3. Although a post-Voyager model of the Titan H torus
by Ip (1985) incorporated a one-dimensional (radial) lifetime profile, this picture
of the hydrogen cloud dominated the general view until Shemansky and Hall
(1992) analysed previously unpublished UVS observations and clearly
demonstratedthat the hydrogenextendedto Saturnand wascharacterizedby a
complex three dimensionalstructurequite unlike a doughnut. With this new
asymmetrichydrogen cloud in mind, Smyth and Marconi (1993) studied the
particle orbits of H atomsemanatingfrom Titan. They introduced two new
ingredients,namely,radiationpressureandtheleadingnon-sphericalcomponent,
J2, to Saturn'sgravity. While they did not specifically calculatethe hydrogen
cloud, they notedthat theorbits obtainedin this scenariowould leadto a highly
asymmetric cloud extending to Saturn. Ip (1995) explicitly calculated the
hydrogen cloud produced by a Titan sourcefor the scenario in Smyth and
Marconiandconfirmedthatthecloudwasquiteasymmetricandextendedasfar in
asSaturn. Ip also comparedthe radial densityprofile of the cloud to the UVS
data presentedby Shemanskyand Hall and concludedthat anothersourceof
hydrogenwasnecessarywithin 15Rs.
Over the sameperiod, other studiessuggestedthat Titan was not the only
sourceof atomic hydrogenin the SaturnianSystem. Shemanskyet al. (1985)
analysedVoyager2 dataandshowedthat atomichydrogenextendedinto Saturn's
atmosphereandHilton andHunten(1988)appliedtheirmodelfor hydrogento the
Voyagermeasurementsandconcludedthatin orderto explaintheverticalextentof
the hydrogen,Saturnmustbe theprincipal sourceof atomichydrogenwithin 10
Rs. Further indirect supportanda mechanismfor Saturnasa major sourceof
atomic hydrogen came from the Lyman-ct dayglow phenomenaobservedat
Saturn. Failure to accountfor the daysideLyman-otdayglow by scatteringof
solarLyman-otradiationledto thesuggestionthatcollisionalexcitationof atomic
hydrogenby electrons in the upper atmosphereof Saturn(electroglow) could
account for the excessLyman-ctbrightnessof Saturn (Shemanksyand Ajello
1983, Shemansky 1985, Shemanskyet al. 1985, and Yelle et al. 1986).
Furthermore,theseelectronscould produce,by impactdissociatingH2,enough
sufficiently energetichydrogenatomsto accountfor the atomichydrogencloud
within -8 Rs. Recently, however, Emerich et al. (1993) applied a new and
improved radiative transfermodel for the scatteringof solar Lyman-txby H to
various Lyman-t_airglow data for thegiant planetsandconcludedthat theneed
for the electroglowprocesswasmuchreduced. BenJaffelet al. (1995),usingthe
sameapproachin anew analysisof theVoyagerUVS H Lyman-_ emissionfrom
Saturn, concluded that reflected Lyman-ct was the main contributor to the
brightnessratherthancollisional excitation. Hence,a mechanismfor dispersing
hydrogenatomsfrom Saturnto largedistancesis notpresentlyclear.
The Voyager 1 and 2 plasmaobservations(Bridge et al. 1981, 1982)also
focusedattentionon thesurfacesin the Saturniansystemasadditionalsourcesof
atomichydrogen.Theringsof Saturn(Ip 1984)andicy surfacesof theSaturnian
satellites,asa resultof bombardmentby magnetosphericplasma,solar radiation,
and micrometeoroids,could directly generateatomichydrogenor otherheavier
neutralspecies(Chenget al. 1982,andLanzerottiet al. 1983). Furthermore,gas
phasechemicalinteractionsbetweentheheavier species,suchas H20, with the
plasmaand solar radiation were also recognizedas anothersourceof atomic
hydrogen. Chemical"one box" modelsof the magnetosphericions and neutrals
wereconstructedby Richardsonet al. (1986)and RichardsonandEviatar(I 987)
who concludedthat the neutraldensity hadto bequite smalland supportedthe
view that Titan was the major sourceof hydrogenin the Saturnmagnetosphere.
Johnsonet al. (1989)calculatedthe spatialdistributionof plasmasputteredH20
from the icy Saturniansatellitesand found high densityneutral tori associated
with thesatellites.ShemanskyandHall (1992)usingaoneboxchemicalmodelof
the ionsand neutralsin the Saturnianmagnetosphere,which includedsomekey
chemistry neglectedin the Richardsonmodelsas well as a more reasonable
estimateof the ion diffusion rate,concludedthat theneutraldensitiesweremuch
greaterthan theRichardsonmodelspredicted.Thehighdensityof neutralsin the
Saturnianmagnetospherewasrecentlyconfirmedby theHubblespacetelescope's
faint spectrographobservation of the OH radical near the orbit of Thetys
(Shemanskyet al. 1993). The large abundanceof OH inferred from this
observationcreateda problem in that the estimatesof neutralproduction rates
from icy satellitesputtering,as calculatedby Johnsonet al. 1989for example,
were well below the level required to sustainit. Shi et al. (1995)used new,
substantially larger, sputtering rates derived from some recent laboratory
measurementsto determinethesputteringratesof neutralsfrom the icy satellites.
While the rateswereconsiderablyhigher, theystill fell quite shortof explaining
the OH observation. Most recently, further observationsby Hall et al. (1996)
with theHubbleSpaceTelescopedetectedin additionlargeamountsof OH above
theA and B rings of Saturn.
To summarize, it seems that there is general agreement that Titan is a
substantial source of hydrogen for the Saturn magnetosphere. This hydrogen
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probablydominatesbeyondroughly 10R_andis generatedata rateroughlyin the
rangeof 2-5x10 27 atoms_s -_. In the inner magnetosphere, however, other sources
are dominant. The nature and strength of these sources are far less certain.
Saturn's atmosphere would seem to have an abundance of hydrogen to supply to
the inner magnetosphere. It is not clear, however, that the electrogiow process is
able to provide the requisite flux of hydrogen and, moreover, the recent reanalysis,
mentioned above, ofdayglow observations do not require a significant electroglow
contribution to the Saturnian Lyman-ct brightness in any case. The icy satellites
and rings are sputtering sources of neutrals for the magnetosphere of Saturn. In
this case, there is little problem with populating the inner magnetosphere with
hydrogen atoms either directly or from the destruction of hydrogen bearing
species such as H20. Up to the present, however, the sputtering source rates
required to explain the neutral observations are substantially above the sputtering
rates based on laboratory data.
The purpose of this paper is to address the nature and strength of the Saturn
ring, icy satellite, and Titan sources of hydrogen in the Saturnian magnetosphere.
A model which includes a Titan source, a Saturn source, and a source in the icy
satellite region and ring region between Saturn and Titan (i.e., an interior source) is
utilized to obtain source rates and some general characteristics of the interior
sources by using Voyager observations of the hydrogen distribution enveloping
the Saturnian system.
2. MODEL
Thebasicmodel thatis usedin thiswork essentiallycomputesthedensityand
brightnessdistribution of hydrogenemittedfrom a sourceunder the assumption
that the hydrogenis to a goodapproximationcollisionless(Smyth andMarconi
1993).Following SmythandMarconi(1993),themodelincludesSaturn'sgravity,
including theleadingnonspherical,J2component,solarradiationpressure,lossof
hydrogen atomsto reactionswith magnetosphericand solar wind plasma,and
collisional lossof hydrogento Saturnandits rings. Therearethreebasicsteps to
performing the model calculations presented below: (1) choosing the initial
conditions for H atoms to be emitted, (2) calculating the orbits corresponding to
these initial conditions, and (3) calculating orbital information so that spatial
hydrogen densities and brightnesses may be determined.
2.1 INITIAL CONDITIONS
The first step in the model is to choose the initial velocities, positions, and
emission times for the collection of hydrogen atoms, typically a hundred
thousand, emitted from one of the three sources considered here, i.e. Titan, Saturn,
or some interior source placed between Titan and Saturn. This process basically
involves choosing the speed randomly from some speed distribution, for example
Maxwellian, and the direction according to some angular distribution for the
emission of a hydrogen atom. While various speed distributions were considered,
the angular distribution was always taken as isotropic. In the case of Titan, the
initial velocity distribution was based on an exospheric temperature of 186 K and
anexobaseradiusof 4175km (Table I). Assumingan isotropicMaxwellianwith
a temperatureof 186K at the exobase, the resulting velocity distribution at the
Lagrange radius was approximated by reducing the energy of the particle by an
amount equal to the gravitational potential energy between the exobase and
Lagrange radius. A separate three body (including the gravity of Saturn and Titan)
more exact calculation for the orbits between the exosphere and Lagrange radius of
Titan, assuming a 186 K Maxwellian at the exobase of Titan, was also performed
and confirmed that the simple reduction in energy yields a good approximation to
the actual velocity distribution at the Lagrange radius for this case. The Titan
source was then treated as a point in these calculations and the point of emission
was the position of Titan in its orbit. Emission times were chosen at random over
a time interval chosen sufficiently long so that initial transients would decay
(_5x107 S). This was well satisfied for the chosen emission time interval of2xl0 s
s for particles emanating from Titan.
The interior source was treated almost identically to Titan. It was also taken
in the planetary equator plane as a point source moving in a circular orbit around
Saturn. The radial position of the source was varied between 2 Rs and 15 R_,
however. In addition, the initial speed distributions of the emitted hydrogen,
which included Maxwellians and modified sputtering distributions (Smyth and
Combi 1988), were varied in contrast to the 186 K Maxwellian always assumed
for Titan.
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Finally, Saturnwas treatedas a sourcewith radius,spin rate, andobliquity
given in Table 1. The Saturnsourcewasassumedto beemitting preferentially
from the sunwardhemisphereassuggestedby observations(ShemanskyandHall
1992,for example). Thesourcestrengthdependenceon locationon the sunward
hemispherewas assumeduniform due to the lack of any position dependent
information and also due to a lack of sensitivity of the results to the spatial
dependenceof the hydrogensource. The initial hydrogenspeeddistributions
were, as for the interior source,varied. Sincesatellite orbits are difficult to
populate (Hilton and Hunten 1988) only escapeand ballistic orbits were
considered. The effect of the rings was ignoredsinceonly a small fraction of
orbits intersectthe rings. Moreover,of the smallfraction that strikesthe rings,
muchof that will be scatteredbacktowardsSaturnwhich fills a largepartof the
skyasseenfrom therings.
2.2 ORBIT CALCULATION
Oncethe initial velocity, position, and time of emissionaredetermined,as
describedabove,the orbit integrationis performed. In this work, rather than
following the spatial position of the atomsby directly time integrating the
equationsof motion, the initial conditionsareconvertedinto orbital elementsand
the evolution of the orbital elementsin time are integratedas in Smyth and
Marconi (1993). This approachaccountsfor theperturbativeeffectsdueto both
theJ2componentof gravityandradiationpressure(valuesgive in Table 1)which
wereshownto be importantby SmythandMarconi(1993). The advantageover
theconventionalapproachof solvingdirectlyNewton'sequationsfor theorbits is
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that the integrationproceedsmuchmorequickly and,thus,permitsa much larger
numberof particlesto beusedandmanymorescenariosto betested.
2.3DETERMINATION OF DENSITIESAND BRIGHTNESSES
In order to determine the hydrogen density or brightness, the loss of hydrogen
must be calculated as the atoms travel along their orbits. As mentioned above, the
model accounts for the loss of hydrogen from reactions with the magnetospheric
and solar wind plasmas, collisions with Saturn and its rings, and escape of
sufficiently energetic hydrogens from the system.
The model of the Saturnian magnetosphere used in this study is that of
Richardson and Sittler (1990) and Richardson (1995). The equatorial densities,
temperatures, and velocities, of the heavy ions, protons, hot electrons, and cold
electrons from L shell, L = 1 to L = 20, were taken from Richardson (1995).
These quantities were then used with Richardson and Sittler's (1990) model of
force balance along the magnetic field line to generate the plasma properties above
and below the equator plane. This field of plasma properties was converted into a
field of loss rates (see Figure 1) which include charge exchange with the heavy
ions, assumed to be O ÷, charge exchange with protons, as well as impact
ionization by the hot and cold electrons. Richardson (1995) provides two
alternative models for the equatorial plasma properties between L = 12 and L =
20. Since model calculations turned out to be similar in both cases, only one
(Richardson's alternative 1) of these alternative models is used in the
computations below and in Figure 1.
!1
Theplasmainformationusedhereisderivedfrom theVoyagerplasmascience
instrument(PLS) andis restrictedto anenergy/chargerangeof 10 to 5950Volts
(RichardsonandSittler, 1990). As a result, the true loss ratesshouldbe higher
sincethereis plasmawith energyoutsideof thePLSenergywindow. Theamount
of plasmaflux outsideof the PLSwindow shouldbesmall,however,judging by
the flat flux energyspectratoward the low energylimit of PLS, the rapid drop
toward thehigh energylimit of PLS,andthemuchlower valueof plasmafluxes
measuredby theVoyager low energychargedparticleinslrument(LECP)starting
at -100 keV (Shiet al. 1995). As aresult,themagnetosphericplasmalossrateof
hydrogen from plasma within the PLS energy window is probably a good
approximationto the total lossrate unlessthereareunexpectedlylarge plasma
fluxesat theunviewedenergies.
Outsideof the spatialrangeof theabovePLSdata,i.e.magneticflux shell L =
20, the lossrateof hydrogenwasassumedto bedueto resonantchargeexchange
with solar wind protons and a nominal value of 2x10"s s"l was most often
employed. This choicefor the loss rateis similar to theoreticalestimatesof the
rateassumingnominalsolarwind parametersat earthof 6 protonscm"3,avelocity
of 400 km-s_,achargeexchangecross-section(Stebbingset al. 1964)of 7.5x10-15
-2
cm , and then scaling to Saturn's heliocentric distance. This is also similar to the
rate used by Ip (1995) of 3x10 s s l beyond 25 Rs. Some models were also
constructed for different values of the loss rate. The best agreement with data
was, however, obtained for a loss rate near 2x10 s s _
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Because,for example,of thechanginglocationof thesolar wind bow shock,
theplasmabeyond20 Rs(Bridgeat al. 1981,1982)is quite variablein spaceand
time so that it is difficult to accuratelyconstructa suitablerepresentationof the
plasmawhich could beutilized in this model. It appears,however,that a broad
spatialandtemporalaverageof themeasuredplasmapropertiesleadsto a lossrate
of theorder of 10-8sl. Moreover,the largespatialextentandlong lifetime of the
orbitspenetratingthis regionmeansthatonly theaveragepropertiesof theplasma
are important rather than the smallerscale spatialand faster temporal plasma
variations. Consequently,the choiceof a spatiallyand temporallyuniform loss
rate with the abovevalue is well justified. For all orbits, the relatively small
contributionof solarphotoionizationof thehydrogenwith a rateof 7.26x10-I° s-I
(Huebneret al. 1992)wasalsoincluded.
The actualdeterminationof theamountof hydrogenlost from reactionswith
the plasmais performedin threesteps. In the first step, theorbital elementsat
thestart of someintegrationtimestepareusedto calculatethespatial locationof
the correspondingKepler orbit. The orbit is then divided into a large number of
uniform time intervals and the location of each time interval in space is computed.
The small loss of hydrogen in each of these time intervals is determined with the
loss rate model discussed above and then summed over each time interval to give a
total loss for the orbit. In the second step, the total loss over an integration time
step is calculated. The orbital elements are assumed to be unchanged over an
integration time step so that the same Kepler orbit may be used. The total loss
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over this integration timestep is then obtained by suitably scaling the orbital
period with the ratio of integration timestep to the period of the Kepler orbit. In
the third step, this loss is added to the amount of hydrogen present at the end of
the previous time step and the procedure restarted with new updated orbital
elements appropriate to the time corresponding to the start of the next integration
time step.
Additional losses of hydrogen occur due to collisions with Saturn and its rings.
Collisions with Saturn are instantly evident, when in the course of integrating the
orbital elements, the eccentricity of the orbit becomes sufficiently close to 1. In
this case, the particle is assumed to be absorbed by Saturn. In the event that the
orbit of a particle intersects the rings of Saturn, the procedure followed is similar
to Ip (1995), i.e. if a particle crosses the equator within 2.27 R_ the probability of
absorption is 0.26 corresponding to an optical depth of 0.3. Since the results are
not particularly sensitive to the presence of rings, this simple model of ring
absorption is sufficient for this study. Finally, if the atom is on an escape orbit,
the orbit is tracked to some distance slightly greater than the region of interest
(+40 Rs from Saturn) and then the atom is assumed lost.
In order to calculate density and Lyman-ot brightness, a three-dimensional grid
is overlaid on the collection of orbits generated in the orbit integration part of the
model described above. The grid used in this study consists of 80 x 80 x 60 boxes
in the x, y, and z directions of size 1 Rs x 1 Rs x 1 Rs respectively. The spatial
coordinates (x,y,z) were chosen to define an inertial coordinate system centered at
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Saturnwith x andy in the equatorialplaneand z perpendicular. The hydrogen
density in this grid is determinedby recording whether an orbit traversesa
particularbox and thencorrectingfor thefractionof hydrogenremainingat that
point due to lifetime processing. The contribution per unit volume to the
brightness,i.e. the amountof solarLyman-ocresonantlyscattered,is determined
by multiplying the density by a g-factor which accountsfor the heliocentric
distanceof Saturnandrelativevelocity of theatomandtheSun. This is similar to
Smythet al. (1995)exceptthattheg-factorusedherewasnormalizedto the time
dependentsolarLyman-o_flux averagedovertheobservationperiodandscaled to
Saturn'sheliocentricdistance(Hall 1997andPryor 1997). Thecontributionsper
unit volume to the brightnessesin thegrid boxes,describedabove,aresummed
along the appropriateline of sightsandconvolvedwith theappropriateVoyager
slits, given in ShemanskyandHall (1992),to finally obtainthe brightnessesfor
the imagesandradialprofilesshownbelow.
Beforewe proceedto a presentationof the results of this study, there are two
items which should be mentioned. The first is that impinging on the Saturnian
system there is a flow of interstellar hydrogen which could effect the distribution
of hydrogen emanating from the sources of hydrogen in the Saturnian system.
Using nominal values from Allen (1976) of a density of 0.1 cm "3 and velocity of
21 km-s _ for the interstellar hydrogen, the collision rate with the Saturnian
system hydrogen is of the same order of size as the photoionization rate, i.e.
10 -9 S-I. This may be neglected in comparison to the smallest rate in our plasma
loss rate model of 2xl0 8 s l for hydrogen in the solar wind plasma.
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Another potentially important issue regards the neglect of the effect of Titan
on the hydrogen orbits. A hydrogen wandering sufficiently close to Titan could
be captured or strongly scattered. If we assume that this "sweeping" radius of
Titan is equal to its Lagrange radius, -20 Titan radii (RT) (Table I), then model
computations of the amount of hydrogen in the neighborhood of Titan's orbital
location indicate that if it is assumed that this hydrogen is stationary in the
Saturnian inertial frame, Titan's Lagrange sphere would intercept an amount of
hydrogen equivalent to roughly an amount comparable to the hydrogen emanating
from Titan. This would have significant consequences for the hydrogen cloud. In
reality, however, most hydrogen atoms have sufficient velocity relative to Titan
so that they would have to penetrate to well within the Lagrange sphere before
being substantially perturbed by Titan's gravity. If we assume that the mean
speed, relative to Titan, of a hydrogen atom in the neighborhood of Titan's orbit is
about the same as the mean speed of the initial distribution of hydrogen atoms
from Titan at the Lagrange radius of-1.4 km-s -1, then a hydrogen atom would
have to penetrate to --4 to 6 RT from Titan before being significantly disturbed by
Titan's gravity. Therefore, it is likely that the effective sweeping rate of Titan is a
small fraction of the production rate of hydrogen from Titan and the neglect of
Titan's gravity in this work is justified.
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3. RESULTS
Figure2 is acomparisonof theLyman-otmodelbrightness(solid line) of the
hydrogenclouddueto apurelyTitanogenicsourceof 4.8 x 10 27 atoms s 1 with the
observed brightness (crosses) obtained by accumulating the Voyager 2 UVS
approximately radial scans taken from day of year (DOY) 180 to DOY 186 in
1981 as described in Shemansky and Hall (1992). The brightness asymmetry in
the double-peaked model profile is produced by the action of solar radiation
acceleration. Clearly, the match is inadequate and strongly suggests that an
additional, more centrally located source of hydrogen is required, as was also
pointed out by Ip (1995).
In Figure 3, the same data is the subject of comparison. The model, however,
now includes two sources. The same Titanogenic source that was used in Figure 2
is combined with an internal source of 1.9x1028 atoms s "l at 8.7 Rs which
corresponds to Rhea's orbital position. This interior source is assumed to generate
hydrogen atoms with a 40000 K Maxwellian. The matching of the model to the
data displayed in Figure 3 is achieved by adjusting the ratio of the Titan to interior
source contribution and overall normalization until the model brightness profile
approximates some mean trajectory through the region defined by the data points
and their error bars. The data profile displays significant oscillations which are
not evident in the model. These oscillations, however, are largely spurious
(Doyle, 1996) and a mean curve through the data is an appropriate basis for a
comparison. In Figure 4, the same two sources are similarly adjusted with slightly
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smallersourceratesto matchthenearlyradialUVS scansaccumulatedto produce
the H Lyman-o_intensitiesobtainedby VoyagerI during theperiodDOY 239to
256 in 1980(Shemanskyand Hall, 1992). For both setsof data,Figure 3 and
Figure 4, theagreementof themodelwith thedata is quite goodandcertainly is
vastly improvedoverthecaseof theTitanogenicsourcealoneshownin Figure2.
The choice of the 40000 K Maxwellian for the interior hydrogen source
representsthebestof a largenumberof othermodelswith different initial velocity
distributions. A wide variety of other velocity distributions were tried which
included other Maxwellians with different temperaturesas well as various
sputteringdistributions. It was found that any distribution with a characteristic
energythat wasnot too small,i.e. muchbelowabout0.5eV, couldbecombined
with thecanonicalTitan source,describedabove,to produceaprofile which was
in reasonableagreementwith the data shown in Figures 3 and 4. In addition, the
source rates inferred for the other distributions were similar to those obtained for
the 40000 K case. The actual source of H is likely to have a complex velocity
distribution since there are various different sources for hydrogen. H may be
generated from H20, OH, and H2 as a result of photodissociation or electron
impact dissociation. H may also be directly generated from surface sputtering.
All these sources contribute H atoms with velocity distributions characteristic of
the particular source. Moreover, since H is light, it will likely not be spatially
localized near its source. As a result, the determination of the nature and
distribution of the sources of H is not a straightforward task, particularly in view
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of the limited sensitivityof thedataconsideredhereto thedetailsof the velocity
andsourcedistributionfor H.
In order to test the effect of the placement of the interior source, a number of
models were constructed with the interior source placed at different locations
ranging from 3 Rs to 15 Rs. It was found that only if the source was in the
neighborhood of 8 Rs, as in the interior model used in Figures 3 and 4, was a
satisfactory match obtained. This, however, should not be interpreted as
implying that the major source of hydrogen is in the neighborhood of Rhea's
orbital location. As for the velocity distribution of hydrogen, there is limited
sensitivity to the choice of source. The exact spatial distribution of the source is
not well determined by the data model comparison displayed in Figures 3 and 4.
The obtaining of a better match with an interior source at 8.7 P_ actually only
indicates that the source ofnon-Titanogenic hydrogen is largely confined to inside
of around 8 or 9 R_. The precise distribution of the source within that radial
distance is not well determined in this comparison. Models with a Saturn source
of H were also calculated with the result that Saturn is only a minor contributor at
least outside of the immediate location of Saturn where the error bars in the data
are rather large. This is consistent with the Lyman-ct dayglow being due to
scattering of Lyman-ct radiation rather than collisional processes which could
produce energetic hydrogen.
Numerical models were also computed with different loss rates for H in the
solar wind plasma. A definite preference for a loss rate 1.5 - 2.0x10 8 s -I (lifetime
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5x10 7 s) was noted. Other choices of loss rates, significantly outside this range,
yielded clearly inferior agreement with the data in Figm-es 3 and 4. It is interesting
to note that this rate is very similar to the simple scaling to Saturn's heliocentric
distance of the charge exchange rate for H near the Earth using nominal solar wind
conditions.
Source rates for H obtained for Titan and the interior source were,
respectively, for the data in Figure 3, 4.8x10 27 atoms s -1 and 1.9x1028 atoms s j,
while for the data in Figure 4 were, respectively 3.3x1027 atoms s "l and 1.4x1028
atoms s "l. In both cases the interior source is about 4 times larger than the Saturn
source. This discrepancy (.--40%) in the absolute source rates between the two
dates could arise from a number of factors associated with the modeling such as
the matching of the model to data which is an estimation by eye of a reasonable
approximation to the highly oscillatory data. In addition, the slit geometry is
complicated with only representative examples shown in Shemansky and Hall
(1992). It also appears that the data processing performed by Shemansky and
Hall is quite involved so that together with the modeling performed here, there is
ample opportunity for spurious variations to enter the data model comparisons.
In principle, since the measurements were well separated in time, intrinsic
variation of the source could be also possibility. It is not clear why both sources,
however, should be affected and in almost the same proportion. Another
possibility is that the solar Lyman-tx brightness information used in this study is
based on the He 10830 proxy method rather than direct measurement of solar
Lyman-ct luminosity. Since the Lyman-t_ solar luminosity is known to vary by
2O
asmuchas40% over a solar cycle (Skinneret al. 1988),this representsanother
potentialsourcefor thedifferencesin theinferredsourceratesfor H.
The sourceratesderived for the Titan sourceare in the rangeof 2-5x1027
atomssl which, asmentionedabove,are in the generallyexpectedrange. The
hydrogensourceratesfor the interior sourcecorrespondto anH20 sourcerateof
7-10xl027moleculessl assumingH ismainly fromH20 andOH (assumingOH is
alsomainly from H20 ). This is an order of magnitude higher than the maximum
total sputtering rate given by Shi et al. (1995). According to Bar-Nun et al.
(1985), however, comparable amounts of H, and H20 may be sputtered as well.
If this is true, the actual amount of H20 required may be reduced by a factor of 2
or 3 to a few x 1027 molecules_s -_ so that the discrepancy with the estimates of Shi
et al. may be closer to a factor of 2 or 3. While Shi et al. have employed the latest
laboratory data to estimate these rates, we repeat the comment by Shemansky and
Hall (1992) that there is an inherent difficulty in translating laboratory surface
reactions to icy satellite surfaces. In addition, there are other means of ejecting
H20 molecules from the surfaces in this system, such as micrometeoroids, not
treated in their work. The largest H20 production rate of 7-10x 1027 molecules s q
estimated above is, however, consistent with Shemansky and Hall (1992) who
estimated a loss rate ofO of 3xl027 atoms-s" within 4.5 Rs, ifa comparable rate of
loss occurs between 4.5 Rs and the outer position of our interior source at about 9
Rs. It appears that larger rates of H20 production than can be accounted by Shi et
al. are also implicated in the amount of OH detected by Shemansky et ai. (1993) at
4.5 Rs as well as the amount of OH reported near Saturn's rings by Hall et al.
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(1996) as concludedby Ip (1997). In both cases,a factor of 2 or 3 more
sputteringof H20 is requiredwhich is consistentwith our findings if significant
amountsof H andH2arealsosputtered.
Figure 5 is a contour plot of the relative solar Lyman-t_ brightness
correspondingto the observinggeometryfor the imagedisplayedin Figure 1 of
ShemanskyandHall, i.e.duringtheperiod1980DOY 324-343.Thesolidcirclein
the center is Saturnand the dotted line is Titan's orbit aswould appearfrom
Voyager'svantagepoint. The Sun is in the direction of the arrow. The same
mixture of Titan source and interior sourcewas used as in Figure 4. This
comparisonof the model with imageis highly desirableas it would ordinarily
representa much more severetest of the validity of the model than the one
dimensionaldatamodelcomparisonsdiscussedabove.In thiscase,however,there
appearsto be substantialnoisein the image. Theonly definitepatternevidentis
that bothmodel anddataaremoderatelybrighter in theupperhalf of theellipse
definedby Titan'sorbit (dottedline in Figure5). It alsoappearsthat theoverall
magnitudeof brightnessvariationis similarandthatin bothcasesthereappearsto
bea bright spotnearthe left handapexof theorbit. Within the limitationsof the
dataandthe simplicity of thesourcesin themodelit wouldappearthatthemodel
anddataarebroadlyconsistent.
The enhancedbrightnessin theregionaboveSaturnin Figure5 alsosuggests
that the interior sourceis muchstrongerthantheTitanogenicsource.Theorbital
dynamics of an atom producedby gravity and radiation pressureleadsto an
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orbital evolutionasshownin Figure6 (seealsoSmythandMarconi, 1993)which
is for a typical Titanogenic hydrogen. In Figure 6 it is seen that there is an
accumulation of material on the left of the Sun-planet line. A large fraction of this
material is eventually lost by collisions with Saturn. Since the temperature of the
Titanogenic source is relatively small, the hydrogen atoms from Titan tend to
execute orbits with small eccentricities and thus avoid the high density plasma
inside of Titan's orbit. As a result, the plasma lifetime of the Titanogenic
hydrogens is comparable to the time required for an orbit to undergo the evolution
depicted in Figure 6 which requires ~I0 s s. The result is an accumulation of
material to the left of the sun planet line as implied in Figure 6. This Titanogenic
hydrogen corresponds to below Saturn on Figure 5 and is contrary to what is
observed. On the other hand, the orbits generated from the interior source are of
high eccentricity due to the assumed high temperature of the interior relatively
source and thus pass through the dense plasma where the hydrogen lifetime is
short (Figure 1). While these orbits engage in the same evolution as depicted in
Figure 6, they are more quickly destroyed by the plasma so that at any given time
the distribution of surviving orbits have evolved for a time short compared to the
evolution time. As a result, there will be more interior source hydrogen atom
orbits to the right of the sun planet line since some of the orbits to the left will
have been lost by collisions with Saturn. Thus, the interior source tends to
produce a somewhat larger brightness above Saturn as seen in Figure 5. This
supports the result obtained above that the interior source is substantially
stronger (~ factor of 4) than the Titanogenic source. Indeed calculations with an
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interior sourcestrengthnot substantiallygreaterthan the Titan sourcestrength
failedto generateanenhancedbrightnessaboveSaturn.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A model for thedistributionof hydrogenin the Saturnsystemwasappliedto
thebestpublishedobservationaldataof ShemanskyandHall (1992). While the
model for thesourceof hydrogencouldbemademorecomplex,it seemsthat the
H Lyman-ot brightness data collected by Voyager 1 and 2 for the Saturn
encounter,aspresentedin ShemanskyandHall (1992), doesnot permit amodel
data comparisonwhich is particularly sensitiveto either the detailed spatial
location or energeticsof the hydrogeninterior source. This meansthat a more
sophisticatedmodelwould not be likely more illuminating. Thereis, however,
current work in progressto further reducethe Voyager observations(Herbert
1997), and it is anticipatedthat this will permit a more incisive model data
comparison.Despitetheselimitations, it waspossibleto obtainvery reasonable
agreementbetweenmodel anddatawhich permitteda numberof conclusions.
Firstly, thereis no questionthat aTitanogeniesourcealoneis unableto account
for the Lyman-_ brightnessdatacollectedby Voyager. While aTitan sourceof
3.3xl 0 27 to 4.8x1027 hydrogen atoms s -I, consistent with previous estimates, was
found to be necessary, an additional and larger by a factor of --4 interior source of
1.4 to 1.9x102s hydrogen atoms-s t was also required. This latter source implies a
source rate of H20 large compared to estimates based on sputtering of the surfaces
in the Saturnian system, but possibly consistent with recent measurements of
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OH. Thespatiallocationof the interior sourcewasnot well characterizedexcept
that it must start to becomelarge in the neighborhoodof about 9 Rs. The
characteristicenergyof the sourcehydrogenswas also not well characterized
exceptthat thetypical energyof thehydrogenfrom theinterior sourceshouldnot
bemuchbelowabout0.5eV. Possiblydueto thelargeerrorbarsin thedatanear
Saturn,we wereunableto detectany importantsourceof hydrogenfrom Saturn.
Finally, it alsoappearsthat anestimateof thetime averagedlifetime of hydrogen
in thesolarwindplasmaat Saturn'sheliocentricpositionis 5-7x107s.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Plasma Loss Rate For H. The loss rate model of H, used in this
study, from the plasma processes of charge exchange and electron impact
ionization in the Saturnian magnetospheric plasma is contoured as a function of
radial distance along Saturn's equatorial plane and vertical distance above it. The
model is based on the Saturnian magnetospheric model of Richardson (1995, 1996)
and Richardson and Sittler (1990). The contours are in units of 10s s"l. The
region between ~ 12 and 20 Rs with contour values of 2xi0-7 s-I actually contains
an oscillatory lifetime structure with 2x10-7 s-1 being roughly the size of the
maxima.
Figure 2. Comparison of Model and Data Brightness (Titanogenic
Hydrogen only). The Lyman-ot brightness distribution corresponding to the
Voyager 2 UVS scans conducted during the period 1981 DOY 180 to 186 (see
Shemansky and Hall 1992) is shown. The crosses are the data and solid line is the
model brightness distribution for a Titan source only with an H atom source rate
of 4.8x1027 s q.
Figure 3. Comparison of Model and Data Brightness For the Period 1981
DOY 180 to 186. The Lyman-tx brightness for the Voyager 2 scans for the period
DOY 180 to 186 in 1981 are the crosses and the model is the solid curve which
consists of a Titan source of 4.8x1027 atoms s -t and an interior source of 1.9x 1028
atoms s -I at 8.7 _ with a 40000 K Maxwellian velocity distribution.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Model and Data Brightness For the Period 1980
DOY 239 to 256. The Lyman-ct brightness for Voyager 1 scans for the period
DOY 239 to 256 in 1980 are the crosses while the solid line is the model
brightness for a Titan source of 3.3xi027 atoms s"l and an interior source of
1.4xl 028 atoms s "1with a 40000 K Maxwellian velocity distribution.
Figure 5. Contour plot of Lyman-o_ Brightness. The relative brightness of the
same two source rates used in Figure 4 is contoured for the Voyager 1 observing
geometry during the period 1980 DOY 324-343. The black dot in the center is
Saturn and the dotted line is Titan's orbit. The brightness distribution has a
general overall resemblance to the image in Shemansky and Hall (1992) and, in
particular, is similarly somewhat brighter on the upper half. The Sun is to the
right as shown by the arrow.
Figure 6. Time Evolution of an H Atom Lost From Titan. A typical orbit for
an H atom from Titan is displayed at various times. The orbit which evolves
under the action of radiation pressure and the J2 component of Saturn's gravity
undergoes an evolution characterized by a decrease in eccentricity and a rotation of
the major axis of the orbit. The particle eventually crashes into Saturn after
-10 s s. The star is towards the Sun and the numerals 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
times of 3x 107, 5x 107, and 7x 107 seconds respectively.
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TABLE 1
PhysicalParametersfor TitanandSaturn
Titan ExosphericTemperature(K)
Titan Radius(kin)
TitanExobaseRadius(km)
TitanLagrangeRadius(kin)
Saturn Radius (equatorial) (km)
Saturn Spin Rate (rad-sec -l)
Saturn Obliquity (deg)
J2
Radiation Acceleration (cm-sec -2)
186
2575
4175
52393
60330
1.662x10 -4
26.73
1.6298x10 -2
6.29x 10 -3
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